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ASSOCIATION MIEUX PRESCRIRE

“...to work in all independence, in favor of quality healthcare, first and foremost in the interest of patients ...” (Article 1 of the Association Mieux Prescrire’s objectives (the Charter and the Declaration are available online at english.prescrire.org).)

Publishing reliable reviews that are easy to use and adapted to readers’ needs depends upon complex editorial procedures, all initially under the responsibility of the Editorial Staff. Members of the Editorial Staff define editorial goals. They oversee the literature search, the writing and rewriting of texts, and the review by a panel of outside experts (medical specialists, methodologists, representatives of Prescrire’s subscriber base...). They ensure the national and external quality control procedures, and edit the final copy. Each draft is submitted, before publication, to a large number of outside reviewers.

Details on how Prescrire’s content is produced are available online at the English website (english.prescrire.org) see the "About Prescrire" section, "How we work".

EDITORIAL STAFF Members of the Prescrire Editorial Staff aim to produce a yearly declaration of absence of conflicts of interest, in accordance with Prescrire’s “Non merci...” Charter. Members are free from any interest contrary to Association Mieux Prescrire’s objectives (the Charter and the Declaration are available online at english.prescrire.org). Members of the Editorial Staff define editorial goals. They oversee the literature search, the writing and rewriting of texts, and the review by a panel of outside experts (medical specialists, methodologists, representatives of Prescrire’s subscriber base...). They ensure the national and external quality control procedures, and edit the final copy. Each draft is submitted, before publication, to a large number of outside reviewers.

Details on how Prescrire’s content is produced are available online at the English website (english.prescrire.org) see the "About Prescrire" section, "How we work".